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against the wind

will buerger

you wore only white,
as though color were some vile adulteration,
an intrusion into your otherwise organized existence.
and while you displayed the purity and flavor of porcelain,
you did nothing
as life's little luxuries killed time right before you.

but why would you?
you had never been formally introduced,
and so she meant little to you.
and while you have every right to destroy that which you created,
it's still terribly insensitive to wear white to a funeral.

yet it was not your tactlessness which bothered me,
so much as your indifference to the devil
in the details.
for as the world burned all around you,
singing a song which singed any remnant of permanence,
all you could think to do was grab a peanut.

and in that moment i wanted to run towards you,
shoes on my hands and gloves on my feet,
asking if charlemagne ever wet his bed
or if the rain ever wet the sea.

but such behavior would be terribly insensitive,
so instead i watched as you extended your arm forwards, reaching
against the wind,
and wondered why you ever started such a battle.